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1  | INTRODUC TION

Due to the incremental use of soft tissue fillers (STF) for facial re-
juvenation, mostly hyaluronic acid (HA)1—an increasing number of 
adverse reactions related to vascular compression or intravascular 
injection is observed.2 In spite of the potential reversibility of the 
inadvertent HA injection with hyaluronidase (which has the ability 
to dissolve HA),3 vascular occlusion may persist. Even in the hands 
of experienced practitioners respecting the safety procedures,4,5 in-
tra-arterial injection of STF may cause embolization and may lead to 
localized skin necrosis,6 blindness,7 and even cerebral artery embo-
lism.8 It is clear that a thorough knowledge of the complex anatomy 

of the facial arteries is essential when planning any facial procedure, 
whether it be for aesthetic or reconstructive purposes.9,10 However, 
the vascular anatomy of the face is extremely variable. Not only is 
the arterial course very tortuous, the localization of the facial arter-
ies may vary from person to person.11 So performing any surgical 
procedure of the face with standard text book anatomy is—although 
essential—often not enough. This is especially true for STF injec-
tions, where the risk of injection-related complications is mostly re-
lated to the variability in vascular facial anatomy and the inability to 
see the individual arterial anatomy when performing percutaneous 
injections. Therefore, there is a high need for a (preferably harmless) 
imaging technique to visualize these individual anatomical variations 
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Abstract
Background: As the face is known for its extreme variation in vascular anatomy and 
the number of filler-associated complications due to intra-arterial injection is increas-
ing, we are in need of a method to visualize anyone’s individual arterial anatomy of 
the face in a completely harmless way.
Aims: The different medical imaging methods and a recently developed MRA proto-
col are reviewed.
Methods: The literature of the last twenty years—with special attention for the last 
five years—concerning the different medical imaging modalities of the facial arteries 
was reviewed.
Results: A harmless visualisation of the facial arteries is currently only possible with 
US or MRA. US may identify single vessels but never the complete arterial network. 
A combination of IR “heat enhancement” and a MRA 3D-TOF sequence might make 
it feasible to visualize a large number of facial arteries in a risk-free, radiation-free, 
contrast-free and non-invasive way.
Conclusion: Currently, a new combination of IR “heat enhancement” and a MRA 3D-
TOF sequence might be the only method to visualize a large number of facial arteries.
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in facial rejuvenation procedures with STF due to the increasing 
number of complications.12

2  | TECHNIQUES

In order to procure a reliable image of the important facial arteries 
during the planning of facial surgery or STF injections, several tech-
niques have been proposed.

High-resolution ultrasonography (US) is a non-invasive imaging 
technique. Color Doppler and spectral analysis may be added in 
order to facilitate the visualization of the small facial arteries, and 
depth measurements may allow a detailed local analysis of (a small 
part of) the vessel (Figure 1). However, US cannot visualize a wide 
area, nor the complex 3D structure of the vasculature, it is oper-
ator-dependent and also very time-consuming.13 The branches of 
the facial arteries show tortuous courses along different planes and 
in all directions, and they have slow flow rates. Hence, obtaining a 
complete 3D overview of the facial vascular anatomy using US is cur-
rently not feasible. Until now, no 3D US probes have been developed 
that are able to visualize the tortuous facial artery network, which 
makes is currently impossible to see more than one vessel at the 
time. Also, performing an US to look for blood vessels and doing an 
STF injection simultaneously is tedious. Only in experienced hands, it 
is sometimes feasible to visualize both the tip of the injection needle 
or cannula and the tortuous vessel in one image and even then the 
2D imaging is often insufficient. Moreover, injecting STF yields an 
immediate result, which is hard to appreciate with the US probe held 
onto the skin. Additionally, the sterility of an STF injection might be 
compromised as the needle or cannula often touches the non-sterile 
US probe. US guidance might however be a very useful tool for the 
treatment of intravascular STF injections, as the obstructed vessel 
might be retrieved and injected with hyaluronidase in case that HA is 
used as an STF,14 although it requires a certain degree of experience.

The most precise evaluation technique for the facial arteries re-
mains conventional angiography (CA) using contrast medium. During 

this procedure, a small catheter is inserted in an artery (mostly) of 
the groin and threaded through the vascular network to reach the 
facial artery. However, this is not a riskless procedure, as bleeding at 
the puncture site, damage to the vessel wall and thrombus formation 
may occur. Moreover, the risk of a focal neurological deficit caused 
by CA ranges between 0.14% and 0.5%.15 This means that up to 1 in 
200 patients may suffer from a cerebral attack during a CA.

CT angiography (CTA) is also a very useful tool to illustrate 
the 3D structure of the vessels. Although vessel catheterization is 
avoided, there is still a risk of complications due to the use of iodine 
contrast medium and the radiation exposure (overall patient risk per 
CTA procedure ranges between 15 and 36 cancer risks per 1 million 
procedures).16

Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) may use IV contrast to 
enhance the vessels, but the need for an IV gadolinium injection en-
tails potential risk for the patient.

However, in bright-blood methods the signal from the moving 
protons is accentuated relative to the stationary protons of the sur-
rounding tissue.17,18 These flow-based techniques include mainly 
Time of Flight (TOF), Phase Contrast (PC), and Fast Spin Echo Imaging 
(FSE).19 TOF is the most time-efficient method for obtaining MRA 
images.20,21 A single measurement is performed, with the station-
ary tissue signal suppressed relative to the flowing tissue signal.22 
Maximum intensity projections (MIP) are used to visualize the MRA 
data. TOF MRA has until recently never been successfully used for 
the visualization of all the facial blood vessels.23 This is mainly due to 
the tortuous arterial courses along different planes and directions, 
which challenges the use of TOF to a greater extent.

However, a harmless MRA24 would ideally be the method of choice 
for the visualization of the facial arterial network. Recently, a combined 

F I G U R E  1   US with Doppler analysis of a part of the right 
angular artery. The exact depth of the artery may be measured on 
the cross-sectional image F I G U R E  2   Position of the head and flex coil for the MRA

Head coil 

Flex coil 
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technique of infrared (IR) facial heating and MRA (3D-TOF MOTSA)25 
was proposed. Images may be acquired on a 1.5 or 3 Tesla (T) full-body 
MR system, using a dedicated head coil. Additionally, a flexible wrap-
around surface coil may be mounted on top of the head coil (Figure 2) 
in order to increase the signal reception from the facial vessels. Before 
the 3D TOF MRA examination, which is known to be flow-dependent, 
the patient is positioned with closed eyes in front of an IR light source 
(300 W with an UV filter) during 10 minutes. This should induce va-
sodilatation and enhance vascular flow. At the same time, the patient 
is asked to stimulate the facial muscles by slowly moving the lips and 
forehead and switching between several facial expressions during the 
exposure time in order to further enhance the arteries (by vascular 
dilatation and increased flow speed due to muscle activation). A 3D-
TOF MOTSA MRA sequence is acquired in an oblique coronal plane 
(Figure 3). The MRA protocol is summarized in Table 1. During the 

acquisition, the patient is asked to remain completely still. A multislab 
technique is used to reduce the saturation effect of the inflowing blood 
signal. MIP images are made in a sagittal plane. The MRA allows visu-
alization of the important facial arteries (facial (F); angular (A); superior 
(SL) and inferior labial (IL); lateral nasal (LN); dorsal nasal (DN); supra-
trochlear (STr); supraorbital (SO); and superficial temporal (ST) artery) 
(Figure 4).

Peri-orbital artifacts may hinder the visualization of the peri-or-
bital vessels, and in patients with dental wires (after having braces), 
the perioral vessels may be hard to see. There is some evidence in 
the literature that also calcium hydroxylapatite-based dermal fillers 
(CaHA) are visible on MRI immediately after injection as a heteroge-
neous intermediate signal intensity on both T1- and T2-weighted se-
quences.26 However, in one case report, there was no signal on MRI 
anymore after 2.5 years27 due to the complete biodegradability of 
CaHA. 1.5 T MRA also are more susceptible to motion artifacts due 
to the longer examination time. Although the reaction of the skin 
(red color) to the IR exposure will be visible, no adverse reactions 
due to the “IR enhancement” are noted, nor mentioned. The only 
(sometimes confusing) venous structure—running more posteriorly 
and laterally outside of the field of interest—is the large angular vein 
(Figure 4).

3D PC MRA (Figure 5) may be an alternative, but the mixture of 
venous and arterial structures makes PC MRA less suitable for this 
specific purpose. Moreover, the high variability in blood flow in the 
different large and small arterial vessels of the face speed may hin-
der the choice of an optimal velocity encoding (Venc) factor.

MRA images may be repeatedly projected on the face of the pa-
tient in preparation of or during the STF injections. At the moment, 
there are no prospective cohort studies looking at the arterial anat-
omy of the face. There is some evidence that small vessels might 
become more tortuous with age, but their location and anatomical 

F I G U R E  3   Positioning of the 3D-TOF 
MOTSA MRA slabs block on the localizer. 
The line drawn from the glabella to the 
chin transects the slabs position block 
from the anterosuperior corner to the 
inferoposterior corner. A magnetic 
saturation slab is positioned above the 
slabs block

inferoposterior  

corner

anterosuperior  

corner
magnetic 

saturation slab 

TA B L E  1   3D TOF MOTSA 1.5 T sequence

TR 30 ms

TE 6.8 ms

Acquisitions 1

FOV 180 mm

Flip angle 30°

Matrix 180 × 180 pixels

Slice thickness 0.5 mm

Averages 2

SNR 1.0

Voxel size 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.5 mm

Time of acquisition 16 min 14 s

Note: Gradient echo sequence with 5 overlapping (17.5%) slabs.
Abbreviations: TE, time of echo; TR, time of repetition.
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variants do not change. It is certainly advisable to repeat the MRI 
after extensive facial modifications such as extensive facial trauma, 
tumor surgery, or deep plane face lifts. We intend to perform a new 
MRI on our test cohort of patients in 7-10 years in order to verify the 
location and possible changes in anatomy.

Currently, as the MRI is projected on the patients' face, unfor-
tunately the 3D depth aspect of the information is lost. We are 
currently working on a better visualization system to keep this addi-
tional information during the injection (work in progress).

Reimbursement of these MRI examinations depends on the coun-
try and the local insurance system. In some countries, preventive 

radiologic exams may be reimbursed by the health system as a safety 
procedure. This may increase as the awareness of the number of 
complications is growing.28 However, if privately funded, an MRI will 
cost on average about 300 to 600 USD, which represents approxi-
mately the mean price of one filler.

3  | CONCLUSION

A harmless visualization of the facial arteries is currently only pos-
sible with US or MRA. High-resolution US may identify single vessels 

F I G U R E  4   MRA findings (MIP of 3D-TOF) in a 58-y-old male. Superior (SL) and Inferior Labial (IL), Angular (A); Lateral Nasal (LN); Dorsal 
Nasal (DN); Supratrochlear (STr); Supraorbital (SO) and Facial artery (F); Angular vein (Av); (R) Right and (L) Left. (A) Lateral view. (B) The MIP—
reconstruction levels shown on the axial view. (C) Right oblique view with details of the labial arteries. (D) AP view of the (annotated) arteries

F I G U R E  5   3D PC MRA: a lot of venous interference with low speed factor selection (Right Venc 5) and less obvious visualization of low 
flow speed arteries at higher speed factor selection (Left Venc 10)
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but never the complete 3D arterial network of the face. Moreover, 
it is quite operator-dependent and simultaneous use of US and STF 
injections remains cumbersome. In order to fill in the high need for 
information about the individual patient's anatomy prior to facial 
rejuvenation and therefore better plan and execute these proce-
dures, a combination of IR “heat enhancement” and a MRA 3D-TOF 
sequence might make it feasible to visualize a large number of facial 
arteries in a risk-free, radiation-free, contrast-free, and non-invasive 
way.
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